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Dinosaur Time I Can Read Level 1
This evocative, beautifully illustrated picture book
celebrates one girl's limitless imagination, perfect for
fans of the Fan Brothers. Anything is possible and
nothing's as it seems . . . In a town by the seaside,
Marianne is often seen digging for buried treasure on the
beach. One day, she finds the most wonderful treasure
of all--a dinosaur skeleton! That night, Marianne makes a
wish upon a star that her dinosaur will come to life. She
wishes it with all her heart--and it comes true. Together,
Marianne's adventures with her new friend are limited
only by their imagination. This enchanting picture book
will take you on a magical journey far beyond the page.
Book Features: • 24 pages, 8 inches x 8 inches • Ages
5-7, Grades K-1 leveled readers • Simple, easy-to-read
pages with vibrant illustrations • Features before and
after reading vocabulary • Includes reading tips and
comprehension and extension activities The Magic Of
Reading: Introduce young learners to the magic of
reading with We're Going on a Dinosaur Dig. This
24-page fictional adventure book features vibrant
illustrations and simple language to practice early
reading comprehension skills. Hands-On Reading
Adventure: A group of friends go on an adventure to dig
for dinosaur bones but find something much greater!
Follow along as three best friends hike through grass,
explore a jungle, and sludge through mud only to find an
unexpected surprise. Features: More than just a fun
story, this kids book also includes pre- and post-reading
vocabulary lists, as well as reading tips for mid-story
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interaction and engagement. The book also includes endof-book comprehension and extension activities. Leveled
Books: Vibrant illustrations and leveled text work
together to tell a fun story and promote reading
comprehension skills. The book engages
kindergarteners and first graders with short, simple
language and high-interest topics like dinosaurs. Why
Rourke Educational Media: Since 1980, Rourke
Publishing Company has specialized in publishing
engaging and diverse non-fiction and fiction books for
children in a wide range of subjects that support reading
success on a level that has no limits.
Now young children can read about dinosaurs even how
to say their names'by themselves. ‘Shouts of welcome
will greet this new addition to the Early I Can Read
series. I Can Read Books are the premier line of -beginning readers encouraging children to learn and love
-- to read. Featuring award-winning authors and
illustrators, I Can Read Books offer a full spectrum of
entertaining stories for every stage of a child's reading
development.
Presents information on the structure and function of
various kinds of cells found in humans and other
organisms.
Eight-year-old Jack and his younger sister Annie find a
magic treehouse, which whisks them back to an ancient
time zone where they see live dinosaurs.
Learn from home and explore the world with these fun
and easy board books! All young children love dinosaurs.
Here’s a Hello, World! board book that teaches toddlers
all about Triceratops, Stegosaurus, T-rex, and many
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more—with colors, shapes, sizes, and super-simple facts.
Hello, World! is a series designed to introduce first
nonfiction concepts to babies and toddlers. Told in clear
and easy terms (“T. rex’s arms were very small, even
though its body was large”) and featuring bright, cheerful
illustrations, Hello, World! makes learning fun for young
children. And each sturdy page offers helpful prompts for
engaging with your child. It’s a perfect way to bring
science and nature into the busy world of a toddler,
where learning never stops. Look for all the books in the
Hello, World! series: •Solar System •Weather •Backyard
Bugs •Birds •Dinosaurs •My Body •How Do Apples
Grow? •Ocean Life •Moon Landing •Pets •Arctic
Animals •Construction Site •Rainforest Animals •Planet
Earth •Reptiles •Cars and Trucks •Music •Baby Animals
•On the Farm
A tiny dinosaur is born to a family of rather huge
dinosaurs and everyone is mystified about why it is so
different. As the littlest dinosaur grows, it feels left out
and at odds with the world of its huge family, until one
day its very size is the thing that rescues them all. A
charming tale featuring every toddler's favourite dinosaurs - with a sweetly told message about being
happy being yourself. Brilliantly read by Claire Skinner.
Please note that audio is not supported by all devices,
please consult your user manual for confirmation.
Describes the size of different dinosaurs by comparing them
to more familiar objects, such as a school bus, a trombone, or
a bowling alley. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
This Level One I Can Read Kids book, is perfect for children
learning to sound out words and sentences. While enjoying
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incredible dinosaurs. This beautifully illustrated, full color, the
large print book is perfect for beginner readers and dinosaur
lovers.
Mother and child ponder the different ways a dinosaur can
say goodnight, from slamming his tail and pouting to giving a
big hug and kiss, in a picture book featuring ten sleepy
dinosaurs which includes the names of each dinosaur on the
end papers.
Danny and Dino celebrate Christmas in the latest Dinosaur
That Pooped story by Tom Fletcher and Dougie Poynter of
the English pop punk group McFly. Danny wants everything
for Christmas. But what he gets is a dinosaur, a very hungry
dinosaur. Danny’s new dino eats up all of Christmas, but as
we all know, what goes in must come out. Danny is about to
have the most explosive Christmas of his life! There’s poop,
presents, and prehistoric creatures in this festive feast! With a
strong moral about the dangers of being greedy, The
Dinosaur That Pooped Christmas! is sure to be become a
modern Christmas classic.
Danny loves dinosaurs! This brand-new edition of Syd Hoff’s
beloved Danny and the Dinosaur is a special paper-overboard commemorative edition celebrating the 60th
anniversary of I Can Read books for beginning readers. The
book includes the complete original story and features a foil
cover, an anniversary burst, and eight pages of bonus
material on the history of I Can Read—including a timeline,
origin stories of favorite characters, and never-before-seen
early sketches! This beautiful edition is perfect for gift-giving.
When Danny sees a dinosaur at the museum and says, “It
would be nice to play with a dinosaur,” a voice answers,
“And I think it would be nice to play with you.” So begins
Danny and the Dinosaur’s wonderful adventures together.
For Danny and his prehistoric playmate, even the most
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enough place to hide a dinosaur in a game of hide-and-seek.
Kids will delight in Syd Hoff’s charming, funny illustrations as
they read about how Danny teaches a very old dinosaur
some new tricks.
It was eat or be eaten in the days of the dinosaurs. Step back
in time and let these monstrous creatures tell you themselves!
DK Readers is a multi-level learning-to-read program
combining DK's highly visual style with appealing stories at
five graduated levels. Stunning photographs and engaging,
age-appropriate stories are guaranteed to capture a child's
interest while developing reading skills and general
knowledge. DK Readers allow progression from stories for
beginning readers with simple sentences and word repetition
through to stories with rich vocabulary and more challenging
sentence structure for proficient readers. now available in
iPad-friendly format. Written by leading children's authors and
compiled in consultation with leading literacy experts. For
children who are just beginning to read and who have a
limited vocabulary, these Level 2 books-about everything
from tadpoles to puppies-use word repetition and simple
sentences to convey meaning. Picture dictionary boxes with
word labels "show" the meanings of words. These books
contain between 400 and 450 words each, with 80 percent
pictures and 20 percent text.
This book provides pictures and brief facts about a variety of
different kinds of dinosaurs.
How do you find a missing dinosaur who’s large and green
and likes to roar? When a little boy’s dinosaur decides to
play hide-and-seek, he is surprisingly difficult to track down.
Veteran illustrator Joe Mathieu’s dinomite illustrations and
Jon Surgal’ s saur-ing verse will have kids roaring with
laughter as they romp through this funny rhyming Beginner
Book. Originally created by Dr. Seuss, Beginner Books
encourage children to read all by themselves, with simple
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words and illustrations that give clues to their meaning.
In this book, children follow a day in the life of a Triceratops,
as he wanders away from his herd and has an encounter with
a deadly Tyrannosaurus rex. Now available in iPad-friendly
format. DK Readers is a multi-level learning-to-read program
combining DK's highly visual style with appealing stories at
five graduated levels. Stunning photographs and engaging,
age-appropriate stories are guaranteed to capture a child's
interest while developing reading skills and general
knowledge. DK Readers allow progression from stories for
beginning readers with simple sentences and word repetition
through to stories with rich vocabulary and more challenging
sentence structure for proficient readers. now available in
iPad-friendly format. Written by leading children's authors and
compiled in consultation with leading literacy experts.
Digger the Dinosaur may be huge, but he has the heart of a
preschooler. He loves to help but gets mixed up a lot. In
Digger the Dinosaur, Digger wants to play baseball with his
friends. But he isn’t allowed to go out until he’s cleaned his
room. Digger starts cleaning at top speed, but the faster he
moves the messier his room gets. His big tail and big feet
aren’t helping! Will Digger win the race to tidy his room and
get to the game on time? Gynux’s full-color illustrations
capture Digger’s lovable personality. Digger the Dinosaur is
a My First I Can Read book. That means it’s perfect for
shared reading with a child.
Tiny T. Rex has a HUGE problem. His friend Pointy needs
cheering up and only a hug will do. But with his short stature
and teeny T. Rex arms, is a hug impossible? Not if Tiny has
anything to say about it! Join this plucky little dinosaur in his
very first adventure—a warm and funny tale that proves the
best hugs come from the biggest hearts. Introducing an
unforgettable character on the picture book scene, Tiny T.
Rex will stomp into the hearts of readers in this winning new
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series.
Who will dance to the end? ????????? 10 little dinos met to
have the biggest, the craziest, the funniest and the toothiest
party of the Prehistoric times! It's dinosaur party time! All the
guests are there, With big balloons and ribbons and fun hats
to wear. It's just getting started - it's only just begun... Maybe
if we're lucky, we can join in all the fun! Ten adorable colorful
dinosaurs of different shapes and sizes having fun. But during
each party activity like hide-and-seek and racing, there is one
less dinosaur. Here are the heroes: Rex the Tyrannosaurus
Rex Victor the Velociraptor Steggy the Stegosaurus Shelley
the Spinosaurus Dippy the Diplodocus Trixie the Triceratops
Pete the Parasaurolophus Terry the Pterosaur Allan the
Allosaurus Iggy the Iguanodon Before you know it, there is
only one sleepy dino left. Where did all his other friends go?
Little lovable dino-babies walk through vibrant illustrations of
artist Zhanna Mendel with whimsical, engaging rhymes by
author Agnes Green, making reading this story an amusing
adventure. Who will dance to the end? There is only one way
to find out!
A newly updated leveled reader including the latest scientific
information on dinosaurs, for children who recognize familiar
words and sound out new words with help. With revised
illustrations reflecting our new understanding of dinosaurs,
this updated Science Reader is as scientifically accurate
today—and as easy to read—as when it was first published in
1991. An ideal introduction to some of the most fascinating
babies of all time, this Step 2 book is perfect for young
dinosaur fans who can read with help. The hatching of eggs,
dinosaur parenting, and the hazards faced by prehistoric
young’uns are all here in this accessible look at a perennially
popular subject.
Tyrannosaurus rex ponders his reputation for being "terrible,"
which is something he cannot help because he is very
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large--and definitely not a vegetarian! Children's BOMC.
75,000 first printing.
Imagine if instead of getting the usual lollipop or sticker
everywhere you go, there was something bigger on offer…
something much, much bigger! This is exactly what happens
when a little boy accompanies his mum on a busy shopping
trip. Just when the little boy thinks he's going to die of
boredom, something very unusual happens… shops
everywhere are giving away a very special treat with every
purchase ~ a free dinosaur! It's a dream come true… except,
what exactly do you do with these Jurassic treats? And how
do you convince mum to let you keep them?
The adorable and indomitable Tiny T. Rex from the critically
acclaimed Tiny T. Rex and The Impossible Hug is back in a
tale about friendship and overcoming your fears. Tiny T. Rex
and his friend Pointy are having a campout in the backyard! It
is what best friends do. But without their nighty-lights, the
dark outside suddenly seems VERY dark . . . and very full of
spooky things. Good thing Tiny has a super-secret plan to
keep the dark at bay! Full of warmth and plenty of laughs, this
new adventure starring Tiny T. Rex shows that friends will
always find a way to face their fears together—even when
those fears are not what they seem! • A great read-aloud
book for parents and children • Hip, colorful art and delightful
text make Tiny T. Rex an instant favorite of any dinosaurloving toddler. • A perfect book to help toddlers and children
overcome a fear of the dark Fans of silly picture books like
Dinosaur vs Bedtime, We Don't Eat Our Classmates, and
Llama Destroys the World will love the sweet spirit and
continuing adventures of Tiny T. Rex. Meet Tiny T-Rex! He
may be a small dino in a BIG world, but that won't stop him
from making friends, conquering his fears, and stomping his
way into your heart. • Read-aloud books for ages 3–5 •
Dinosaur picture books for kids • Friendship books for
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toddlers
I Am A Dinosaur is the perfect book for kids ages 3-7 who are
fascinated with dinosaurs. Young children will learn current
scientific thought about dinosaurs while also gaining a better
understanding of how these prehistoric giants fit into Earth
Science. Colorful full-page pictures of favorite dinosaurs like
Ankylosaurus, Triceratops, Tyrannosaurus rex and many,
many more will captivate toddlers. A sizing key will help
children understand how big each dinosaur stands next to an
average person, along with a simple pronunciation guide for
each of the dinosaurs' names, created for grade levels
preschool through first grade. Even the biggest of dinosaurs
was once a baby. I Am A Dinosaur tells the story of the
different stages of life that many dinosaur species lived,
giving children an understanding of how these prehistoric
creatures evolved and have taken their place in the animal
kingdom.Dinosaurs walked the Earth millions of years ago
and scientists are still uncovering their fossils today. Let's
meet a few!
Readers first fell in love with Danny and his prehistoric pal in
the I Can Read classic Danny and the Dinosaur, created by
Syd Hoff in 1958. Now the popular pair are together again in
an adventure sure to please beginning readers What would
happen if a dinosaur came to a birthday party? Come to
Danny's house and find out. His friend the dinosaur helps
make this one party you'll never forget! Happy Birthday,
Danny and the Dinosaur! is a Level One I Can Read book
that is perfect for children learning to sound out words and
sentences.
It's hard to imagine—the molecules in the glass of water you
just finished might have once been part of a water hole that
dinosaurs drank from! In this fascinating new book about the
water cycle, readers will find that while it might be hard to
imagine, it's true. The author, Robert E. Wells, explains the
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complete water cycle and also discusses ocean currents,
ocean and lake habitats, and hydroelectricity. He also
touches on water pollution and our responsibility to keep our
water clean. The author's bright cartoon illustrations make
this information especially appealing to kids.
Though his friend Spikey teases him, Little Dinosaur is eager
to be ready for his first day of school.
"THE ULTIMATE DINOSAUR BIOGRAPHY," hails Scientific
American: A thrilling new history of the age of dinosaurs, from
one of our finest young scientists. A New York Times
Bestseller • Goodreads Choice Awards WINNER A BEST
BOOK OF THE YEAR: Smithsonian, NPR Science Friday,
The Times (London), Popular Mechanics, Science News,
Library Journal, Booklist, and Chicago Public Library "A
masterpiece of science writing." —Washington Post "This is
scientific storytelling at its most visceral, striding with the
beasts through their Triassic dawn, Jurassic dominance, and
abrupt demise in the Cretaceous." —Nature The dinosaurs.
Sixty-six million years ago, the Earth’s most fearsome
creatures vanished. Today they remain one of our planet’s
great mysteries. Now The Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs
reveals their extraordinary, 200-million-year-long story as
never before. In this captivating narrative (enlivened with
more than seventy original illustrations and photographs),
Steve Brusatte, a young American paleontologist who has
emerged as one of the foremost stars of the field—naming
fifteen new species and leading groundbreaking scientific
studies and fieldwork—masterfully tells the complete,
surprising, and new history of the dinosaurs, drawing on
cutting-edge science to dramatically bring to life their lost
world and illuminate their enigmatic origins, spectacular
flourishing, astonishing diversity, cataclysmic extinction, and
startling living legacy. Captivating and revelatory, The Rise
and Fall of the Dinosaurs is a book for the ages. Brusatte
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traces the evolution of dinosaurs from their inauspicious start
as small shadow dwellers—themselves the beneficiaries of a
mass extinction caused by volcanic eruptions at the
beginning of the Triassic period—into the dominant array of
species every wide-eyed child memorizes today, T. rex,
Triceratops, Brontosaurus, and more. This gifted scientist and
writer re-creates the dinosaurs’ peak during the Jurassic and
Cretaceous, when thousands of species thrived, and winged
and feathered dinosaurs, the prehistoric ancestors of modern
birds, emerged. The story continues to the end of the
Cretaceous period, when a giant asteroid or comet struck the
planet and nearly every dinosaur species (but not all) died
out, in the most extraordinary extinction event in earth’s
history, one full of lessons for today as we confront a “sixth
extinction.” Brusatte also recalls compelling stories from his
globe-trotting expeditions during one of the most exciting eras
in dinosaur research—which he calls “a new golden age of
discovery”—and offers thrilling accounts of some of the
remarkable findings he and his colleagues have made,
including primitive human-sized tyrannosaurs; monstrous
carnivores even larger than T. rex; and paradigm-shifting
feathered raptors from China. An electrifying scientific history
that unearths the dinosaurs’ epic saga, The Rise and Fall of
the Dinosaurs will be a definitive and treasured account for
decades to come. Includes 75 images, world maps of the
prehistoric earth, and a dinosaur family tree.
An eager and excited dinosaur causes chaos when he arrives
to help a boy and his family celebrate Shabbat.
Illus. in full color. Difficult dinosaur names are simplified with
phonics.
Back in full force with 7 new titles, DK Readers allow
beginning readers to progress from easy-to-follow stories with
simple sentences and word repetition to more sophisticated
storylines, sentence structure, and newvocabulary. Part of the
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multistage reading program with five graduated levels
Stunning photographs and engaging, age appropriate stories
One little dinosaur is having a birthday, and it’s his family’s
job to get ready for the big party. This book takes beginning
readers on a trip to the store the day before the big day, as
two dinosaurs grab a shopping cart and make sure they have
everything they need to host a great gathering of friends and
family. From the ingredients needed to bake a cake to
birthday presents and decorations, these dinos are on a
mission to make it the best birthday party ever!
It’s bath time for two little ducklings and one big dinosaur!
Spike loves soap, but Feather and Flap don’t want to scrub.
What will Spike do to make getting clean fun for everyone?
This short, sweet, and very bubbly story will help show kids
how much fun bath time can be. Duck, Duck, Dinosaur:
Bubble Blast is a My First I Can Read book, which means it’s
perfect for shared reading with a child.
Now young children can read about dinosaurs'even how to
say their names'by themselves. 'Shouts of welcome will greet
this new addition to the Early I Can Read series.' 'H.
'Excellent illustrations . . . a virtual necessity for any library
that serves primary-grade children.' 'SLJ.
"Dino" Don Lessem brings readers face-to-face with various
dinosaur species, detailing their habitats, way of life and how
they became extinct. An acclaimed dinosaur expert, Don
Lessem has written more than 30 children's books, writes a
popular dinosaur column in Highlights magazine, and was an
adviser for Jurassic Park.Take a trip through dinosaur time to
meet these armored dinosaurs face-to-face:The thick body
armor of Ankylosaurus was stronger than the teeth of
Tyrannosaurus rex!Gastonia had eyelids covered with
bone!Euoplocephalus could swing its tail club like a
weapon!Plus, you'll get to know Edmontonia,
Huayangosaurus, Minmi, Pinacosaurus, and Stegosaurus!
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